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Participation Research and Open Strategy

Introduction

Recent studies have raised participation as one of the key issues of open strategy (Luedicke et al.,

2017; Mack & Szulanski, 2017). However, participation has a longer tradition in strategy research

(Laine & Vaara, 2015; Mantere & Vaara, 2008) from which open strategy could learn from and

contribute to. In this chapter, we review research on participation and discuss its implications for

open strategy and vice versa.

Participation is a dynamic and multifaceted phenomenon the nature and effects of which are

not easy to pin down. Participation can generate engagement and create commitment to strategy and

similarly improve the quality of decision-making (Floyd & Wooldridge, 2000). In contrast, limiting

participation through secrecy and exclusion may result in ineffective implementation (Mintzberg,

1994), and from a critical perspective, even exacerbate organizational inequality (Knights & Morgan,

1991; McCabe, 2010). However, participation can also slow down decision-making and constrain the

strategy process (Collier et al., 2004; Anderson, 2004). Moreover, widespread participation can

create expectations that are then not satisfied, particularly where the decision might be contrary to

the advice given by participants (Kornberger and Clegg, 2011). Thus, studies on participation in

strategy invite questions about its nature and limits, which should be taken seriously in research and

practice.

The dynamics of participation can be seen as particularly relevant to research on open strategy for

two reasons. First, next to transparency, inclusion is one of the defining characteristics of open

strategy (Hautz et al., 2017; Whittington et al, 2011). Thus, participation is at the core of the concept

of open strategy. Second, current research has identified broad questions which scholarship on open

strategy might both learn from and contribute to. This is especially the case when the focus is on

inclusion, defined as the range of people involved in making strategy (Quick and Feldman, 2011;

Whittington et al., 2011).
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Scholars have elaborated on different approaches when studying participation in strategy-making,

notably in terms of inclusion (Laine & Vaara, 2007, 2015; Mantere & Vaara, 2008). These range

from traditional studies of top level strategy-making that tends to see participation as a non-issue, to

studies of the strategy process, to the practices that enable or constrain participation in strategy-

making, and to the consideration how participation and the subjectivities of the people involved are

defined in discourse (Laine and Vaara, 2015). Nonetheless, there remain broad questions such as to

who is included and how they are included; how this inclusion leading to participation is enabled or

impeded through social practices, technologies and discursive resources; and how in relationships

between participants shared meaning about inclusion may be developed or at times resisted.

Thus, in this chapter we review existing research on participation in strategy and examine

how that can inform our understanding of participation in open strategy. We start by offering an

overview of how previous strategy literature has dealt with participation. We then distinguish

between three distinctively different approaches to participation that can inform our understanding of

inclusion in open strategy: open strategy as limited participation, open strategy as co-creation of

strategies, and open strategy as ‘deep engagement’ defining the rules of the game. We will then

elaborate on these three approaches, their characteristics, and implications for research in this area.

Finally, we will move on to discuss key theoretical and methodological issues and suggest a research

agenda for future studies of participation in open strategy.

An Overview of Participation in Strategy Research

In this section, we offer an overview of how strategy research has dealt with the issue of

participation. Traditionally strategy research has treated strategy-making as the activity of top

management; participation has thus remained a non-issue in the mainstream literature (Laine and

Vaara, 2015). This emphasis on top management decision-making can be traced to the military

origins of the strategy discipline (Bracker, 1980; Mintzberg et al., 1986; Rumelt, Schendel and

Teece, 1994), traceable to the Greek verb ‘stratego’ that means planning the destruction of one’s

enemies through the effective use of resources (Bracker, 1980: 219; Kanter, 1989). Thus, strategy
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formation has been typically views as purposeful planning by top managers, and the role of others

has been to implement these strategies (e.g. Andrews, 1981). However, recent research in strategy

process and practice research has offered alternatives views on strategy-making in general and

participation in particular (e.g. Burgelman et al, 2018). We next distinguish between three main

views on participation in strategy research: participation as an inherent part of the strategy process,

participation as enabled or constrained by practices, and participation as an issue of subjectivity.

Participation as part of strategy process

In contrast to more conventional strategy research, strategy process research (Pettigrew, 1973, 1992;

Mintzberg, 1978) has offered important insights into participation in strategy-making – even if not

usually explicitly focusing on participation per se. These studies have concentrated on the processes

through which strategy is practically formulated and enacted (Bourgeois, 1980), the sequence of

events associated with strategy, its temporal nature, and how it evolves over time. This led to a

pivotal change of focus, on emergent strategies (Bower, 1970; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985) and on

strategy as a pattern of multiple actions (Bower, 1970; Mintzberg, 1978). As a result, participation in

strategy has been extended out of the boardroom and into the behavior of those involved in a strategy

process. It is this wider participation that started to assume strategic importance, from the

entrepreneurial potential of middle management and the initiatives shown in projects by experts such

as engineers, to the skills of lower middle management needed in new projects and the work of upper

middle management in conceptualizing the strategic impact of the projects (Burgelman, 1983, 1991,

1994).

One of the key contributions of the early strategy process studies has been an increasing

interest in the participation of middle managers as strategic actors. In an early study, Wooldridge and

Floyd (1990) focused on how middle management participation influenced corporate performance.

They showed that decision-making by middle management and with it the successful integration of

diverse ideas, could lead to superior strategy formulation. However, their analysis unexpectedly

demonstrated that middle management did not necessarily show commitment to strategy, and
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moreover demonstrated the importance of maintaining a critical stance toward strategy proposals.

Soon after, Floyd and Wooldridge (1992, 1996) continued on the topic of middle management’s role

by classifying the actions of middle management into roles linked to both top-down and bottom-up

strategizing and to either the integration of ideas or their diversification. In their subsequent work,

Wooldridge and Floyd (2017) have in turn concluded that in the complex social processes that

underpin successful performance, participation from top-level managers and importantly middle

managers distributed across the organization is required. Moreover, each are required to play

integrative strategic roles, while only some of them need to perform divergent strategic roles.

Westley (2000) examined strategy conversations and elaborated on the antecedents and

implications of inclusion around strategic issues. She elucidated how middle managers experience

inclusion as motivating and energizing if they are allowed to dominate or at least co-determine some

aspects of the conversation. Ketokivi and Castañer (2004) in turn considered the integrative process

and effect of participation in in more detail. They showed that participation in strategic planning and

subsequent communication of its results reduces the possibility that employees would engage in sub-

goal pursuit and cause an integration problem. They contend that reducing bias is likely to lead to

greater integration and less diversification of goals and in this way to increase commitment to the

strategic objectives. In another study, Andersen (2004) showed that the autonomous participation of

middle managers, allowing them to take initiatives is linked to positive economic performance.

However, this distributed decision-making authority can to be more efficient when the company also

has a formal strategic planning process that integrates strategic actions. This supports the view that

while participation is valuable, restriction on participation – inclusion that is in some way

constrained – is more crucial to strategic performance. Moreover, there needs to be constraint

because participation of middle management in strategic decision-making is both time-consuming

and resource-demanding and as consequence can outweigh any subsequent positive performance.

Participation of middle managers is in any case constrained within any system of

management control. Values, purpose, and direction of the organization communicated by top

management within such a system can enhance the proactiveness of middle management
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(Marginson, 2002). Administrative control systems in turn affect the location of strategic initiative

and inclusion; some managers are assigned to make strategies concrete, while others are held

accountable for assuring the efficiency of current activity. In strategy-making, multiple key

performance indicators nevertheless lead middle managers to favor some measures at the expense of

others. A study by Currie and Procter (2005) confirmed part of the results of Marginson’s study

around manager proactivity and also found that ambiguity of role expectations among stakeholders,

including top managers, does in fact prevent middle managers from enacting their strategic roles.

However, they also pointed out that the training of middle managers contributes to development of

active strategic leadership.

Participation as enabled or constrained by strategic practices

Relatedly, strategy-as-practice scholars (Vaara & Whittington, 2012) offer a distinctive focus not on

the process of strategy formulation and emergence, but on activities and practices through which

strategy is practically formulated and enacted. From much of the work of practice-based strategy

research (Golsorkhi et al., 2015; Jarzabkowski and Spee, 2009; Vaara and Whittington, 2012) not

only has the participation of a broader range of actors in strategy-making has been considered

(Mantere & Vaara, 2008; Laine & Vaara, 2007; Laine et al., 2015) but the modes of participation and

nature of inclusion have also been explored (e.g. Balogun et al., 2014). This inclusion is not simply

about who might be considered a strategy practitioner (and thereby included), but also specific

practices enabling or constraining participation have been in the focus of analysis.

Just like in strategy process research, strategy-as-practice research has focused attention on

the role of middle managers’ sensemaking (Balogun and Johnson, 2003, 2004; Rouleau and Balogun,

2011). For example, Rouleau and Balogun (2011) have elucidated the importance of both middle

management sensemaking and sensegiving. Furthermore, there have been some studies that have

examined the role of external actors such as consultants, who are known to influence outcomes when

they participate in for example strategy workshops (Hodgkinson et al., 2006) or strategic

reorganization initiatives (Molloy and Whittington, 2005). However, such studies have been
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relatively few and there is opportunity to broaden research into participation of non-organizational or

other internal actors (Dobusch et al., 2017; Jarzabkowski and Spee, 2009).

In addition, strategy-as-practice scholars have examined the practices of strategy-making and

even if these studies have not often focused on participation per se, they inform us about the

problems and challenges of inclusion in strategy-making. For instance, there is a body of research on

strategy meetings and the social practices involved (Guérard and Seidl, 2015; Jarzabkowski and

Seidl, 2008). Scholars have also focused on use of the material artifacts such as PowerPoint in

strategy-making (Jarzabkowski and Spee, 2011; Kaplan, 2011: Dameron et al, 2015). From these

studies we know that interaction which stimulates open discussion tends to promote participation,

and further that inclusion can also be both enhanced (Holstein, Starkey and Wright, 2018; Abdallah

and Langley, 2014) or derailed (Jarzabkowski et al., 2010) through a degree of ambiguity in

communication.

Participation as subjectivity and power

Closely related to parts of strategy-as-practice research, scholars have also examined the role of

subjectivity and power in strategy-making (Dameron and Torset, 2014; Kornberger and Clegg, 2012;

Laine and Vaara, 2007; Mantere and Vaara, 2008; Samra-Frederics, 2005). This perspective has

examined participation as the construction and reconstruction of subjectivities, i.e. how specific

actors and not others are given rights to participate in and exercise influence in strategy-making

(Dameron and Torset, 2014; Laine and Vaara, 2007). Participation in this perspective becomes a

question of power in terms of who is included and who excluded from participating. All this depends

on how strategy-making is socially and discursively constructed, which some studies have shown can

provide ontological security as a sense of order and control for some, at the same time as

marginalizing others (Samra-Fredericks, 2005).

For instance, Laine and Vaara (2007) studied how subjectivity is linked with the mobilization

of strategy discourse, which was the case of top management launching a strategy process or middle

managers working on their own strategies. Interestingly, they also showed how engineers could resist
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strategy work. In their study, Ezzamel and Willmott (2008) in turn demonstrated how specific

organizational practices such as accounting, gain strategic significance, and how these practices

influence on what is considered strategic. This is relevant for participation since specific strategic

practices can define who in organizations can participate in strategy processes. In another relevant

study, Kornberger and Clegg (2011) highlighted how the performative effects of strategizing

mobilized the public and legitimized outcomes of the process while silencing other voices. In this

way, studies of subjectivity have contributed to strategy research by advancing our understanding of

participation in terms of strategy agency and power dynamics.

In one of the rare studies focusing explicitly on participation in strategy-making, Mantere and

Vaara (2008) identified discourses that either impede or enable participation. The discourses

impeding participation included “mystification” (obfuscation of organizational decisions),

“disciplining” (use of disciplinary techniques to constrain action) and “technologization” (ways in

which technology limit degrees of freedom), and those that promoted participation comprised “self-

actualization” (the ability of people to define objectives for themselves in strategy processes),

“dialogization” (integrating top down and bottom up approaches to strategizing) and “concretization”

(establishing clear processes and practices in and through strategizing). Understanding how different

discourses can either promote or hinder participation in the context of strategy-making can provide a

nuanced understanding of the dynamics of openness in general and inclusion in particular, not least

regarding its breadth and depth.

Despite these advances, there are many issues that are as of yet poorly understood in research

on participation in strategy-making. In particular, although some studies have provided insights into

the broader range of actors found in organizational strategy and strategy-making, most studies have

been limited to middle managers, and the role of other organizational members such as lower-level

employees or external actors has been less apparent. Moreover, despite advances in research on the

practices of strategy-making, our understanding of the various methods and technologies allowing

for participation are limited. Finally, even more critical studies have highlighted key issues in terms

of subjectivity and power relations and there are many issues related to for example resistance that
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warrant specific attention in future research.

Three Approaches to Participation in Open Strategy

As our review shows, participation can be seen as one of the central dynamics in strategy-making.

Importantly, open strategy has recently emerged as a particularly interesting phenomenon that has a

great deal to offer to our understanding of participation in strategy-making (Burgelman et al., 2018;

Seidl and Whittington, 2014). In fact, open strategy may be seen as the most novel and even radical

form of participation that may include ‘extreme inclusion’ (Luedicke et al., 2017; Mack and

Szulanski, 2017; Whittington, 2011). However, conceptual diversity and even ambiguity prevail as to

what ‘openness’ and ‘inclusion’ may mean and how they can be theorized and empirically examined

in strategy research in general and in open strategy research in particular.

We next elaborate on how we can advance understanding of participation in open strategy.

Based on our review of prior research we outline three approaches to participation in open strategy:

open strategy as limited participation, open strategy as co-creation of strategies, and open strategy as

‘deep engagement’ defining the rules of the game. The key idea is to offer an organizing framework

that elucidates distinctively different ways in which open strategy can be understood and what it

entails in terms of the nature of participation, control and agency, the dynamics of strategy-making,

and the problems and challenges encountered. Table 1 below offers a summary of the key

characteristics and the key issues involved.

Insert Table 1 about here

Open strategy as limited participation

Although the term open strategy implies widespread transparency and inclusion in strategy-making,

real-life examples and practices mostly tell a story of more limited participation. That is, oftentimes

open strategy may involve transparency and inclusion in specific parts of the strategy process but not

others. Moreover, the various tools and technologies that have made open strategy possible often

focus on specific aspects of strategy-making – for which they have been designed. For instance, for

quite some time organizations have been able to gather information such as ‘weak signals’ and
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generate new ideas by approaching stakeholders with IT solutions ranging from new types of survey

to brainstorming online. There are also various kinds of technological solutions that allow for very

open collaboration in the implementation of strategic ideas and initiatives. Thus, participation is

enabled but also constrained by the methods or technologies available. For example, a survey or even

brainstorming on line is set up with preconditions, who can participate and by when, and also less

obviously by assumptions about the technical competence of participants, a long-standing constraint

on participation (Dachler & Wilpert, 1978).

In this approach, the strategy process is typically controlled by top management, or middle

managers acting as ‘proxy’ for this control. There may be participation that allows for idea

generation, voicing of concerns, or influence on the implementation of strategic ideas and initiatives,

but this participation is often a consultative one. Thus, the actual formulation of strategy statements,

the crafting of the strategy documents, and the key decisions and choices tend to be in the hands of

top management as ‘strategists.’ Thus, this approach has its challenges. For instance, participation

may look like “window-dressing” or “open-washing” that may not have a significant effect on

strategy-making. Moreover, the participants may experience their role as limited or even

“ceremonial” – especially if their ideas and views are not visible in the formal strategy documents or

influential in terms of the decisions and actions made.

Open strategy as co-creation of strategies

Open strategy can also imply a more fundamental reorientation in strategy-making. That is, rather

than limiting participation to specific parts of the strategy process, strategy-making can be based on

widespread participation in the co-creation of strategies. Although not often used in strategy-making,

the idea is exemplified in co-creating organizational strategies as wiki pages (Dobusch et al, 2017).

Thus, anyone in a specific organizational setting may be invited to participate in strategy-making

with an opportunity to have an impact on the outcome. Unlike more limited participation, the co-

creation of strategies is based on an understanding that participation is not only about providing

information or ideas but having a ‘real’ impact on the organization’s strategy.
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In this approach, strategies are co-constructed by top managers and others alike with a focus

on inclusion and transparency, but there is still someone – typically top management – orchestrating

the process to determine the rules of the game in terms of the practices of the strategy process. The

key element here that distinguishes co-creation from limited participation is the intent to open up the

strategy process to a greater degree and a less prescribed or constrained relationship to organizational

control, within either the open strategy initiative or the organization as a whole. This kind of

openness does not mean the absence of rules or prescribed procedures (Dobusch et al., 2017) and

thus the actual forms of participation are enabled or constrained by specific methods or technologies

– the choice of which is typically in the hands of the key decision-makers in organizations.

Organizing such co-creation of strategies is not easy and it may very well be that many

attempts still do not quite live up to the ideals of genuine co-creation or equality of participation. In

addition, the actual orchestration of such processes could mean an escalating departure from the

initial principles. There may be limitations in how co-creation can be organized in real time for

instance, or how different voices can participate equally. Indeed, the rules that determine openness

and closure play a key role in the co-creation of strategies. For example Dobusch et al (2017)

investigated the challenges of opening up strategy-making by looking at an extreme case of

Wikimedia, to understand the involvement of external actors in organizational strategizing. They

found that there are limits to participation; for example in terms of who is allowed to vote for the

administrators or who have the rights to delete content on Wikimedia.

Furthermore, it may be that strategy processes specifically designed as following the

principles of open strategy may be challenged by other forms of decision-making in the

organizations; for instance, issues that may be seen as particularly sensitive or requiring secrecy may

not be dealt with in the open strategy forums at all due to the risk that competitors may get hold of

strategic information (Appleyard and Chesbrough, 2017; Hautz et al., 2017). Moreover, people may

not become committed to the new practices of open strategy, which may undermine both the

effectiveness and legitimacy of open strategy work.
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Open strategy as ‘deep engagement’ redefining the rules of the game

The third approach to open strategy that we outline involves deep engagement beyond the co-

creation of strategies. This view implies that the actors – not only top or middle management –

together not only work on the strategies but also define and thereby redefine the ways in which

strategy processes are organized. Thus, this extreme type of participation means defining the rules of

the game in a process that is not predetermined or controlled by top management – or any other

actor. This may even result in an entire different ‘game’ being played. This approach is not limited to

specific forms or practices of strategy-making, nor is it pre-determined by specific methods or

technologies.

In this view, participation is in principle widespread and can generate novel ideas, often in an

unanticipated manner. Thus, the organization of strategy work happens alongside widespread

participation, which also resonates with the ideas of open innovation and tends to create strong

commitment. This approach to participation is like a social movement that emerges in a network

society – empowered by the opportunities of virtual technology and social media, for example the

Wiki tool is central to inclusion and wide participation at Wikimedia, precisely because it provides a

collaborative, IT-mediated workspace of interlinked webpages (Dobusch et al., 2017) making

contribution seamless and almost instant.

This approach may also be best understood as a utopia or an idealistic form of open strategy-

making – reflecting the values of equality and unlimited engagement in a virtual and global society.

Thus, most attempts to enact these principles probably lead to limitations and make such efforts

resemble our second approach – open strategy as co-creation of strategies. This organization of

“extreme inclusion” is indeed challenging for organization (Hautz et al., 2017). On the one hand,

extreme inclusion can include a risk of “anarchy” if and when people are not able to reach some kind

of co-orientation or shared views – not to speak of full agreement. Indeed, this extreme form of

inclusion and participation can even lead to a ‘tyranny of structuralessness’ (Freeman, 1973/4) where

participation for certain groups may even be reduced (Dobusch et al., 2017), since a lack of structure

may replicate power effects in other ways. However, it might also be important to acknowledge that
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increased inclusion is not always that welcomed by potential participants since it may bring more

expectations and additional tasks that require extra time and effort on top of everything else (Hautz et

al., 2017). Hence, unlimited engagement may then sow the seeds of its own failure or limitation.

Further, full equality is rarely reachable since specific actors tend to gain control and have more

power than others – depending on how strategy work then gets to be organized and on whose terms.

However, we argue that it is very important to point to this third approach that challenges the

usual assumptions about specific actors – typically top managers – in charge of the organization or

orchestration of strategy work. By highlighting this third approach, we also come closer to the

fundamental issues of subjectivity and power that more critical researchers have started to highlight

in strategy-making (Ezzamel and Willmott, 2008; Laine and Vaara, 2007). Open strategy, like other

forms of strategy is not neutral. Indeed, open strategy as it is typically thought of or practiced also

includes assumptions and power relations that have a significant impact on participation and

inclusion – with implications on subjectivity and power relations in terms of how organizational

members at different organizational levels can position themselves into strategy and its practices

(Laine et al., 2015). It is these practices and assumptions that are in our view the most interesting

ones to be examined in future research on open strategy, not least because of the potentially

uncontainable nature of open strategy.

Key Issues for Future Research

We have argued that there are three distinctively different approaches to participation in open

strategy: limited participation, co-creation of strategy and deep engagement. However, we

acknowledge that the boundaries between the three approaches are merely analytical distinctions and

moreover can become increasingly blurred in the practice of open strategy. However, either in design

or through practice, there are some common issues to each. It is these issues we wish to highlight for

future research on participation in open strategy. They include authenticity vs. ceremoniality,

technology as an enabler and constraint, the relation between openness and closure in participation,

power and control, and the influences of socio-cultural practices on open strategy.
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Authenticity vs. ceremoniality of participation

Open strategy involves new ways of developing organizational strategies, but it can also be

understood as a performance (Kornberger and Clegg, 2011) or even ritual (Johnson et al., 2010). We

have already acknowledged that participation in strategy-making could be seen as “window-

dressing” or “open-washing” in the case of limited participation. In other words, this can mean that

even though participation is explicitly talked about as having a central role in the organization,

inclusion may be limited in scope and authenticity. In this way, participation may become a

performance or game along with designated members of the organization have to play, but actually

the rules (and thereby the objective) of game have already been esoterically decided.

Ceremoniality or performance for its own sake, can have a long-standing impact on any

future inclusion or engagement in open strategy. In addition, it can also diminish the efforts of top

management to both communicate and build shared commitment in terms of shared strategy

objectives. Moreover, ceremoniality in participation can deflect the enactment of strategies. In

contrast, authentic participation might provide a fillip to inclusion, engagement, commitment and

effectiveness. The challenge for future research is to examine how and to what extent open strategy

as a performance may involve ritualization and ceremoniality – and the implications thereof.

Technology as an enabler or constraint of participation

Technology and particularly social software technologies are key enablers of open strategy

(Whittington, 2014). This is not to say that conventional practices that encourage wide inclusion such

as large-scale meetings (Mack and Szulanski, 2011) are irrelevant in open strategy, but rather

technology enables the scale and scope of inclusion to be manifestly different. The platforms

provided by technology allow people to connect from virtually anywhere in the world in virtual

spaces such as social media, instant messaging platforms and video conferencing. Open strategy

practices such as ‘jamming,’ an online collaboration event, where participants post ideas and vote on

solutions and widely used in organizations such as IBM, are technology enabled. Thus, using such

technology can make strategy formation less resource intensive and quicker, as well as more
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extensive, reaching though hierarchical layers (Stiegler et al., 2012), operating in real time, with

instant feedback loops, unconstrained by any sequencing. Thus, technology can add scale to open

strategy and enable the participation of a/the crowd in open strategy. However, technology can also

be used to artificially constrain inclusion, channeling and reinforcing bias through a series of

algorithms, in a similar way to that which has been labelled against Cambridge Analytical using

Facebook data (Cadwalldar, 2018). Technology can therefore add scope to inclusion in open

strategy, but equally technology can generate a loss of scope, unknowingly or unwittingly for the

participants.

Such crowdsourcing is perceived as intrinsically democratizing. However, participation is not

necessarily equal, and a virtual space does not necessarily eliminate hierarchies. Further, this virtual

space is moderated in some form, and the technology that promotes inclusion also serves moderation,

and thereby places limits of inclusion both in quantity and type. Moreover, how limits are set is not

necessarily transparent. Technology can be used to constrain transparency more easily than in

conventional strategic episodes where setting ground rules for participation are intrinsic to eliciting

that participation (Hendry and Seidl, 2003). In other words, technology can appear to enable

inclusion without necessarily doing so. Thus, future research needs to consider the enabling and

constraining effects of technology on participation and inclusion in open strategy, alongside

questions of how demarcation between idea generation and decision-making can be sustained in the

case of highly digitally mediated inclusion.

Openness and closure in participation

As shown in our review, participation involves a number of processes and practices – and the

orchestration of strategy work. This orchestration requires specific platforms or arenas that may be

opened or closed to allow for engagement or participation, and these processes of opening and

closing as well as the social and organizational practices involved require attention in future research

on open strategy (Dobusch et al., 2017). In particular, certain forms of closure may be necessary to

achieve desired open qualities in strategy-making. Dobusch et al. (2017) noted that any attempt to
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achieve greater openness requires at least some degree of closure of the overall procedures (e.g.

specifying who is allowed to participate and how) to enable certain open qualities (e.g. content

creation) (Dobusch et al., 2017b). This is a crucial issue especially in terms of participation since it

allows the elaboration of where and when participation begins and ends, how closure is best

determined and realized, and under what circumstances optimal commitment in that participation

occurs over time. These are important questions to be explored in future research where one could

also highlight differences between the three different approaches to participation outlined in our

framework.

Power and control in participation

Both power and control are key issues in open strategy as top management is more often than not

seen as the key actor in strategy-making (Hardy and Thomas, 2014). Existing studies have examined

top management’s role from a critical perspective and emphasized the question of organizational

inequality in terms of lack of inclusion (Knights and Morgan, 1991; McCabe, 2010). However,

participation may also be seen as a form of control in and through which organizational members or

other actors are drawn into organizational decision-making that is largely orchestrated by top

management. This goes back to the historical tenets of strategic management that have stressed the

role of top management in providing goals, directions, guidelines, structures and control systems to

other managers (Burgelman, 1983). Moreover, this can lead to a situation where participation is

taken into account, but it is then considered instrumentally as a means to achieve strategic goals.

Thus, it is interesting and important to ponder whether open strategy may be used as an instrument of

control to align lower level organizational practices with the goals and objectives crafted by top

management. In addition, there is a need to reflect upon whether organizational members can be

‘seduced’ to participate in strategic decision-making even if that would not be in their interest (see

also Allard-Poési, 2015). Furthermore, we may ask whether organizational members can be forced to

participate - as in ‘participation by command’ (Eriksson & Lehtimäki, 1998, 2001) - and on which

terms.
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The issue of disagreement warrants special attention in future research on open strategy.

When approached from the perspective of power and control, the space created for participation is

unlikely to be a neutral one, even if designed as such. At some point there is likely to be

disagreement, and such disagreements can even be integral to the creativity and diversity of an open

strategy process. However, disagreement between participants can also potentially destabilize the

whole process, and it may be hard to contain. Similarly, the nature of participation and how it is

organized, can itself create discontent among participants. If there is no productive outlet for this

discontent the implications could be severe. How discontent in participation is managed or filtered

out, as part an ongoing process is therefore of concern in future research. Moreover, disagreement

may also lead to resistance (Rantakari and Vaara, 2016), and exploring the various modes of

resistance and their implications on open strategy is another important issue that requires specific

attention in future research. Finally, new processes and practices of open strategy may also involve

shifts power positions and relations within organizations; for instance, technological competence

may imply new authority and power vis-à-vis more conventional power related to organizational

hierarchy.

The influence of socio-cultural practices on participation

Embedded within the open strategy framework is the assumption or even prescription that

participation is a good thing. This is because it has some shared intellectual ground with innovation,

where a belief in the diversity of opinions and the engagement of the many, is central. However, the

practices of inclusion, even those subsequently labelled as open strategy are culturally steeped in

wider social practices. Thus, the way we typically see open strategy tends to reflect western values

and practices, whereas the views might be very different in other cultural and societal contexts. In

addition, there are differences between Anglo-American or European modes of corporate governance

and employee rights that can have a major impact on how specific methods of open strategy would

work in particular contexts (see Kornberger et al, 2017, for a rare comparison of strategy-making

practices in Sydney and Vienna). Furthermore, societies that are based on consensus decision-
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making rather than participatory democracy would necessarily question whether each voice is equal

but would also have a tradition of spending more time in the process of consultation, to reach a

consensus rather than a majority agreement or a representative position. The cultural context,

specifically a democratic tradition in the macro, meso or micro setting, and the relationship to

participation and inclusion is of future research interest.

Similarly, there are other conditions that have not yet gained much attention in research on

participation. These conditions can be related for example to ethnicity, gender, and different

backgrounds that have an impact on how we define what participation can mean. These conditions

tend to produce specific assumptions about the nature of strategy-making and the role of

participation in it. Thus, we should be conscious about the broader underlying assumptions related to

strategy-making among practitioners but also focus attention on the assumptions that we as strategy

scholars may reproduce.

Conclusion

Open strategy involves inclusion and transparency in strategy-making within and outside the

organization (Hautz et al., 2017; Whittington et al., 2011). In particular, inclusion implies a need to

involve and engage a number of stakeholders, and thus open strategy holds great promise in terms of

advancing participation in strategy-making. Nevertheless, this promise has not as of yet been fully

realized, and this is why there is a need to link this new stream of research to the existing bodies of

knowledge in strategy process and practice research – as well as to go beyond strategy research to be

able to advance our understanding of participation in a theoretically grounded manner. Thus,

drawing on prior research on participation, we have outlined three distinctively different approaches

to participation in open strategy: open strategy as limited participation, open strategy as co-creation

of strategies, and open strategy as ‘deep engagement’ defining the rules of the game. We have also

highlighted a number of issues that warrant attention in future research on participation in open

strategy: authenticity vs. ceremoniality, technology as an enabler and constraint, openness and
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closure in participation, power and control, and the influences of socio-cultural practices on open

strategy.

We hope that this chapter inspires not only scholars but also practitioners to see both the huge

potential but also the challenges in participation in open strategy. Open strategy offers an umbrella

term and a set of practices that can be used very effectively to promote participation in strategy-

making – in ways that could not be imagined just a few years ago. Nevertheless, there is no single

approach to open strategy and it is important to understand that the conceptions and applications of

open strategy may be very different in different contexts. Thus, there is a need for both theoretical

and empirical work to elucidate what the processes and practices of open strategy imply in terms of

participation. This is an exciting challenge for researchers and practitioners alike.
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Part in strategy
process

Nature of
participation

Nature of
inclusion

Control/agency Implications on
strategy-making

Problems/challenges

Open strategy as
limited
participation

 Open strategy is
visible in
methods or
practices in
specific parts of
the strategy
process

 Participation
as enabled or
constrained by
the methods or
technologies
available

 Limited in
terms of reach
inside or
outside the
organization,
in either
breadth or
depth

 Top management
typically in
charge of the
strategy process

 Participation of
others is limited
to specifics part
of the strategy
process

 Participation
allows for idea
generation,
voicing
concerns,
and/or influence
on the
implementation
of strategic
ideas and
initiatives

 Participation may be
seen as “window-
dressing” and may
not have significant
effects on strategy-
making

 People who are
invited to participate
may be disappointed
if their voices are not
heard or views made
visible

Open strategy as
co-creation of
strategies

 The strategy
process is
characteristicall
y designed to
allow for
widespread
participation in
terms of co-
creation of
strategies, with
a defined payoff

 Participation is
enabled or
constrained by
specific
methods or
technologies

 Reaches
widespread
parts of the
organization
and outside
the
organization,
with some
constraints,
for example
over nature of
inclusion and
length

 Strategies are co-
constructed by
top managers and
others alike

 Top management
still determines
the rules of the
game in terms of
the practices of
the strategy
process

 Participation is
widespread and
can generate
novel ideas

 Commitment is
created by
widespread
participation

 Organization for
impactful co-
creation is
challenging and may
involve selection and
limitations

 Open strategy work
may be challenged
or undermined by
other decision-
making processes or
practices in the
organization

Open strategy as
“deep
engagement”
defining the
rules of the
game

 The actors
together define
the parameters
or “rules of the
game” of the
strategy
process, with no

 Participation is
not pre-
determined by
specific
methods or
technologies

 Immersive,
i.e. inclusion
unconstrained

 All actors are in
principle equal in
terms of
impacting not
only the co-
constructed
strategies but also

 Participation is
widespread and
can generate
novel ideas
(often in an
unanticipated
manner)

 Organization of
“extreme inclusion”
is challenging for
organizations,
including a risk of
“anarchy”

 Full equality cannot
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defined pay-off the practices of
strategy-making

 Top management
is not in a
privileged
position

 Commitment is
created by
widespread
participation

usually be reached,
but specific actors
tend to gain control
and have more
power than others

Table Three perspectives on participation and open strategy


